Hot Shopping » by Sheri Radford
O Canada
Show some love for the True
North Strong and Free with
a set of limited-edition FVT
Canada Spinners by Heys.
The eye-catching luggage,
created by renowned digital artist Fernando Volken
Togni, shows instantly
recognizable Canuck icons,
from a beaver, basketball,
loonie and igloo to a toque,
lumberjack, lighthouse and
maple syrup. Pick up your
patriotic purchase in store at
The Bay (page 29) or online
at www.heys.ca.

Beauty Essentials
Want to step off the plane looking runway-ready? Fill your
carry-on luggage with these necessities and say au revoir to
blotchy skin, dry lips and bad hair.
retractable curling iron Sometimes being
hot stuff isn’t such a good thing, especially when
there’s a taxi waiting and an airplane to catch. The
barrel of Revlon’s retractable curling iron can retract
while still hot, making it perfectly portable and ideal
for travel. At London Drugs (page 30).

anti-shine FOUNDATION
stick For a make-up base
that never looks caked on or
greasy, try Maybelline’s Fit
Me foundation stick. The gel
foundation gives a matte finish, while powders in the antishine core dissolve excess
oil, and 12 shades guarantee a
match for every skin tone. At
London Drugs (page 30).

Child’s Play
Keeping a baby entertained is easy-peasy with
a Bobbin three-in-one play centre from Three
Pears (www.threepears.ca). This clever contraption grows with the child, easily converting from a
baby’s play centre into a toddler’s activity table into
a kid’s table. Find it at ella+elliot (page 28).

True Stripes
Help your bag stand out from all the rest at the
airport with a leather luggage tag (pictured) in
the distinctive HBC multi-stripe pattern. And
while you’re adorning your travel essentials,
pick up a matching leather passport holder (pictured) and iPad case. If you can’t get enough of
the attention-grabbing stripes—first introduced
around 1800 on HBC blankets—you can also buy
a cosmetics bag, tote bag, umbrella, beach towel
and bikini. At The Bay (page 29).
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moisturizing
lip balm Bet
you can’t buy just
one: Baby Lips from
Maybelline come in
an assortment of fun
colours and scents.
Each one makes lips
softer and plumper,
delivering moisture
without grease. Try
one for yourself and
you’ll see why so many
beauty editors are
fans—and collectors.
Pucker up! At London
Drugs (page 30).

blush papers If you’ve ever tried to scoop
broken blush out of the deepest, darkest
corners of a handbag, you’ll instantly see the
genius of Mai Couture Uptown Blush Papers.
A single sheet is enough to give a naturallooking hue (with a slight shimmer) to both
cheeks. At Murale (page 26).
8-in-1 beauty balm skin perfector It brightens,
smooths and hydrates. It evens skin tone, blurs imperfections and protects with SPF 30. Is there anything
Maybelline’s Dream Fresh beauty balm can’t do? Well,
it can’t do anything about the state of airline food, but
it sure can enhance skin, using no oils or heavy ingredients. At London Drugs (page 30).
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